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ABSTRACT 
 
Transaction data often is a true presentation of consumers’ buying behavior, stored as a set of 
relational records, which properly harnessed via mining – can help businesses improve their sales 
volume as a decision support system. Managing such a system can pose many issues to biz such as 
feature evolution, concept evolution, concept drift, and infinite data length – and often makes it 
impractical to effectively store such big-data. To curb this, previous studies have assumed data to be 
stationary in using associative rule mining. This has deprived such systems of the flexibility and 
adaptiveness required to handle the dynamics of concept drift that characterizes transaction datasets. 
Our study thus proposes a basket frequent pattern growth trained associative rule mining model to 
handle large data. The dataset was retrieved from the Delta-Mall Asaba and consists of 556,000 
transaction consumer records. The model consists of six-layers, and yields the best result with a 0.1 
value for both the confidence and support level(s) at a 94% accuracy, sensitivity of 87%, and a 
specificity of 32% with a 20-second convergence and processing time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Internet, which has today birthed the digital revolution alongside ensuring an unprecedented 
amount of data exchange between users daily – has also now allowed us to witness the enormous 
growth rate of data produced. This data (as scaled up) has skyrocketed in size from Tera-to-Peta bytes 
and continues to grow [1], [2] leading to the advancement of a field in informatics known as Big-Data.  
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In turn, it has necessitated increased attention to the issue of the velocity, veracity, and volume of 
data with its analysis, which enables its use as a decision-support framework for today’s businesses 
and society at large [3]–[5]. Big-Data can refer to a large amount of data stored in a repository [6]. 
Compared to traditional dataset, a big-data consists of structured and unstructured data – making it 
requires a more critical, effective, authentic, and time-consuming mining process and investigation to 
effectively retrieve meaningful information to aid decision support systems [7]–[9]. Even with the 
plethora of tools, techniques, and methods that are available – the domain faces inherent challenges 
when dealing with data mining concerning its storage due to the lengthy size of the dataset, features 
evolution during its analysis, and concept evolution with the extraction of useful data [10], [11]. Mining 
a large collection of the dataset to extract meaningful data thus, often requires a great ordeal of 
improved technique, methods, and tools to aid in the effective management of the stored data vis-à-
vis data generated with user access to the Internet daily [12]–[14].  
 
Depending on the nature of such access to the Internet and for what purpose – data access of any 
kind is best described as a transaction. A transaction is an indivisible task or operation – whose 
processing is achieved via a transaction processing system (TPS). A transaction may either succeeds 
or fails, as a complete, indivisible segment [15]–[17]. Each transaction processed is an aggregation 
to classify any data into a minutiae, indivisible unit, or task. A TPS can be software or combined 
hardware and software that supports the processing of a transaction [18], [19]. A TPS is best suited 
for tasks to collect, modify, process, store and retrieve transactional data; while, offering greater 
performance, reliability, and consistency to support large volume(s) of data transaction(s) as used by 
large organizations and businesses. Thus, a TPS manages/automates large data processing via 
accurate tracking and the use of control procedures to efficiently extract useful data to support 
decision systems [20]–[22]. 
 
Despite the many benefits, basket analysis still faces lots of challenges in mining large transactional 
stream dataset. These include [23]–[25]: 
1. Nature of the Dataset: Data mining systems are successfully grouped into the kind of data they 

do mine as knowledge. Based on a variety of functions such as characterization, evolution feat 
analysis, forecast, association affinity, and correlation. This proves to be more tedious due to the 
infinite length in the size of the dataset, and the issues of concept drift, concept evolution, and 
features evolution [26]. 

2. Classifying Transaction Data will continue to pose a challenge due to the phase-out of old items, 
advent of new products, replacement substitutes, etc. These yield infinite possibilities of cross-
selling options – and make it impractical to utilize stored data for training. One solution is to know 
itemset in a basket, run algorithm to ascertain the most frequent pairs. This yields an impractical 
solution as many baskets contain a variety of itemset(s) pairs. We expect that some pair(s) maybe 
more popular than others. Thus, our need for a clustering model [27]. 

3. Naïve Solutions: Considering the nature of data, which is often infinite in length and ever-changing 
due to the itemset combination – it makes it tedious to store and adopt for model training. Many 
techniques and tools have proffered solutions; But, baskets are often an itemset with a billion 
combinations of a variety of items – the support model must be trained with each basket itemset 
as a pair, and stored such that the resulting platform can successively query and find the matching 
itemset. Some solutions engender many itemsets (pairs) in handling millions of basket 
transactions with different itemsets; Thus, plausible that specific pairs of itemsets are much more 
popular as proffered by the platform than others [28]. 
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4. Stationary Dataset: Previous studies in handling such dataset via the use of associative rule 
mining – often assumes a stationary dataset in training/testing models on observed datasets 
acquired from the same population – and thus, yields the resultant decision support framework 
or platform. This deprives the ARM heuristic of the required flexibility and adaptiveness to non-
existent data not present during training or from the outset as well as the needed robustness to 
handle the challenges of feature evolution, concept evolution, and concept drift inherent in the 
transactional dataset [29], [30]. 

 
We propose a frequent pattern growth trained associative rule mining (FePARM) model to handle 
transaction dataset – and resolves the issues of concept drift/evolution, feat evolution, and length-
size of data, in a basket. The framework must flexibly exploit new itemset generated on the fly, and 
robustly cum easily reuse such a dataset with little (or no) modification to the system. This solution 
seeks to ensure: (a) distance between itemsets, is retained, (b) sales volume of two/more commonly 
purchased itemset, are positively correlated, (c) if/when itemsets sales volumes are observed at 
different timestamps, it generates a trend that must be similar in their upward/downward temporal 
patterns, with both trends assigned to same cluster – so that each cluster is a set of items analogous 
to an itemset in association rule mining [31]–[33]. 
 
2. METHOD AND MATERIALS  
 
Problem Description and Formulation 
Consider transaction logs of purchased items by a customer. The retailer seeks to maximize the 
interestingness of the items or products via their corresponding shelve placement and arrangement. 
Note that the location of the items on shelves and their clustering prevails and will help the retailer 
businesses maximize the cross-selling effect of these items. Previous studies have shown that 
shelve location of products can often impact the sales rate of items [34]. Thus, the preference 
function of depends on these parameters to include support/confidence level, selling benefit of each 
item pair, and the selling possibility of each item on the shelve, etc. These parameter(s) are 
integrated fused to yield Eq. 1 [35], [36] with m as number of items, p as number of shelves, Cil as 
confidence of a rule (item i → l), bi as benefit to sell ith-item, vik as possibility to sell item i if placed 
on shelf k, and xik as decision variable (i.e. with the value of 1 if i is allocated to the shelf k; Else, the 
value sets as 0). 
 

pf =   C + C  [b v + b v x x ]         (1) 

 
The capacity limit (cl) of a shelf can hinder the value of the preference function – and must be 
considered as a shock to yield Eq. (2) with Uk as limit of shelf k. A second feat to ensure support level 
of a rule (item i → l) must be greater than lower bounds of threshold [37]. Thus, it yields a non-linear 
goal function with a binary decision variable. This will also imply we are dealing with a feasible solution 
space that increases the chances our solution will be trapped at the local optimum. To avert this, we 
adopt the frequent-pattern growth clustering model as an alternative to train the associative rule 
mining heuristics [38], [39]. 

cl =  x ≤ U  with k = 1,2, … P    (2) 
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Numerical Example 
Table 1 shows a binary-coded, itemset picked off a variety of shelves and dropped on to a basket at 
time t. Category 1 for item-1 has a prevalence of 0.81 (i.e. there is 81% chance items 1, 2, 6, and 8 
will be selected from a shelf k and on to the basket to yield a transaction). With sales transaction 
dataset from Delta Mall used, the model notes that 8-items must be allocated to 4-shelves – and it is 
based on shelves' positions. The placement of these items on a different shelf will yield a varied impact 
on the possibility to sell good placed on such shelf. Such possibilities are computed, with choice of 
design evaluated economists/experts as in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. The binary representation of 4-baskets/category values 
Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Weights 
Cat. 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.823 
Cat. 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0.541 
Cat. 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0.239 
Cat. 4 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.721 
Cat. 5 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.902 
Cat. 6 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.684 

(Source: Authors’ processing and translation) 
 
This study builds on the frameworks [5], [40] to discover consumer purchase-patterns when/if there 
are multiple stores, and to optimize itemsets on shelf placement. We use a cluster frequent-pattern 
growth heuristic to train the associative rule mining algorithm. This will help ensure that: (a) items data 
obtained via cross-selling and combination will be grouped into families, and baskets classified as a 
weighted problem to help discover large item-patterns, (b) find a maximization task to ensure item-
families and the family’s location on a shelf is determined via a category catalog method that accounts 
for its impact/exploits on sales, and to yield maximal impact of shelf-layout, and (c) the profile 
clustering method will ensure that the cross-selling effect of items is accounted for and will help 
maximize expected total profit [41]–[43]. 
 
Associative Rule Mining with Market Basket: Related Literature 
Associative rule mining (ARM) is used in retail marketing – to help business owners consciously and 
strategically place items on a shelf (location) so they are easily found by consumers. Thus, helps 
ensure that a set of items (itemset) can be purchased together. This, improves sales transactions and 
revenue generation. Items placement aids search and identification ease, enhances combined/cross-
selling opportunities, helps managers to manage their inventory better, and optimize a store’s layout 
[44]. As the most widely adopted method, ARM is suited for analyzing basket big-data that involves a 
large volume of transactions consisting of a high number of itemsets, phased-off items, new and 
replacement counterpart items, and timestamped demand-and-supply chain [45]. 
 
A market basket is the collection of data grouped as an itemset and stored as a pair. It provides a 
means of strategic modeling and data mining methods – that helps users discover interactions and 
relations between the items/products by generating rules that draw inferences on the possibility of 
these items occurring together in groups of specific types [46]–[48]. Basket analysis as mining 
technique – seeks to extract a group of items purchased within a transaction at time t. It outcomes a 
set of association rules used for the prediction of inventory of itemsets purchased within a single time-
stamped transaction. 
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Each rule, is equipped with: (a) a support value to show the total number of transactions for which 
items A and B co-occurs, (b) a confidence value to show the accuracy with which item B appears in the 
same basket with item A already in it, (c) expected confidence value as the confidence on how frequent 
item A and B co-occurs given the number of times item B is already in a basket, and (d) lift measures 
how confident we are that item B is chosen with item A already in the basket [49]–[51]. Thus, for each 
rule given (A) and (B) – all variables combined yields a lift as in Eq. 1-4 respectively [52]–[54]: 
 

P(h) = P(A, B) =  
No. of Transactions A & B

No. of Transactions
  (1) 

 

P(B |A) =
P(h)

P(A)
=

No. of Transactions A & B

No. of Transactions A
   (2) 

 
 

P(A | B) =
P(B)

P(h)
=

No. of Transactions B

Number of Transactions
    (3) 

 

Lift =
Confidence

Expected Confidence
      (4) 

 
Many data mining methods have been adopted/adapted to market baskets [55]. ANN was used to 
predict stock, and offered benefits like computation efficiency, better accuracy, and saving time [56]. 
Even with evolutionary modeling, some cannot discover critical purchase patterns (in multiple stores). 
Other studies have sought to convert market baskets into the maximum-weighted problem as a means 
to discover large item-patterns [57]; while some have used optimization of shelf-space problem that 
grouped itemsets as families to help identify family-cluster-location via the cataloging mode. Location 
was found to impact on sales. 
 
But, as study did not use purchase data – it failed to resolve cross-selling effect [52]. Also, [58], [59] 
in a bid to resolve this via shelf management, grouped the task into 2-parts: (a) a heuristic model to 
value shelf-layout impact on transaction, and (b) used simulated annealing to maximize expected total 
profit. This agrees with [60]–[62]. 
 
Also, [45] proposed a hierarchical memetic cluster model to retail itemsets using the 'distance' 
between items or items-family as in [24]. It yielded over 56-rules with elitist rules having a fitness of 
0.865. Of the 22-of-56 rules have a profile itemsets so that rules can search for itemset(s) with 3 and 
above items in the basket [63]; Thus, increased the chance of detecting a basket, and improves the 
rules generally, and ensuring that new itemsets with generated rules can be added on to the rule- 
knowledgebase.  
 
Also advanced by [64]; whereas, [10] used a moving average with fluctuating demand in itemsets to 
prove that the moving average can accommodate rapid changes/shocks in its dataset. While, the 
model proved suitable for companies with high variety of itemset (as products) and in retailing – it also 
proved less appropriate with long-term forecasts. 
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Theoretical Framework 
To resolve the issue(s) – association rule mining is used on transaction dataset(s) to generate 
numerous itemsets that yield the purchasing behavior of a variety of customers via the following 
theories as thus: 
1. Theory of Reasoned Action (RAT) – emphasizes behavior that is dependent on the consumer's 

attitude, behavioral choice, and public perception. It is a concept that is constantly influenced by 
the consumer’s intentions, purported choice, and personal beliefs (forming external/internal 
shocks) that impact the decision to be made. Decisions are hinged on the fact that RATs are 
aligned with this theory [46], [65]. Its relevance is that a consumer can purchase items (online) if 
presented with specific expected results. The consumer can also change his/her mind, which 
impacts his/her decision cum actions taken, resulting in attitudinal and normative changes. 
These components include user-trust, user-confidence in a product, influence by a friend, 
experience with the product, etc. These, result in concept drift. Thus, applying this theory tests a 
consumer’s action and attitude based on purpose so that consumers become more rational in 
line with their purpose that act in the best interest of their intentions. 

2. Theory of Planned Behaviour – states that attitude towards a behavior, subjective norms, and 
perceived control often shapes a consumer's behavioral intents and in turn, his/her actions. This 
theory improves the analytical capability of RAT by including the perceived control of behaviors. 
Knowing that not all behavior is subject to a consumer's control – it is expedient to add the 
concept of perceived behavioral control – which implies that no matter the action is taken – a 
consumer's behavior is not only determined by the attitude and subjective norms; But also, via 
consumer perception about firm beliefs in control [66]. 

3. The Engel, Kollet, and Blackwell (EKB) model extends RAT – focusing on the mental activities the 
consumer is involved with before he decides to purchase a product. It bolsters on the RAT with a 
planned series of behaviors as thus: (a) consumer absorbs the advertised item(s), (b) consumer 
processes data gathered about the item via an advertising platform – and leverages experience 
to compare data with the expected outcome, and (c) consumer ponders on the decision to 
accept/reject the item, yielding a choice with balanced insight [67]. Thus, with the data input as 
the greatest prize – manufacturers of the items must seek to equip business managers with 
adequate data vis-à-vis the item that eventually drives the consumers to keep purchasing 
products' sales volumes up. This theory unveils the underlying feats that may cause a consumer-
purchase shift in behavior. If a consumer is not adequately informed, s(he) may reject to buy the 
item as means to normalize a balance with the online data available. Thus, external shocks (i.e 
friends and item review ratings, be they fake or not) can/may influence the consumer to decide 
to either accept/reject the product. 

4. Hawkins Stern Impulse Theory – notes that purchasing decisions are often influenced by impulse 
or the sudden buy of an item. They are a result of external shocks with no purpose and of no 
relations to the act of decision-making. They include: (a) pure impulse, (b) consumers reminded-
impulse-buy, (c) suggested-impulse buy, and (d) consumer-makes-planned impulse buy (the 
consumer knows the product they wish to buy – though, they may be unsure about the product 
details). The relevance of the theory of impulse buying is that it provides a dimension in lieu of the 
irrational behavior in purchase drift as seen by their purchase-pattern. Thus, the fulcrum of this 
theory is enmeshed in an item’s marketing – ranging from its packaging to advert and display 
over the shelf (and on e-store) with greater emphasis made on the various attributes of the 
product such as its features, cost, etc. All these will influence the buyer's impulse. Thus, an 
electronic description of an item should be sensitive to trigger such purchase drift on the 
consumer to like and accept the product – irrespective of their premonitions. 
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Our model exploits relations between varied components in transaction analysis to emphasize 
consumer purchase-pattern. With features-and-concept evolution arising from a vendor’s quest to 
meet all consumer needs, this raises the concerns for concept drift. To resolve these, ARM is used on 
the appropriate data transactions to generate a variety of itemsets that adequately represents a 
consumer purchase-pattern. This, justifies our adoption of the adapted consumer behavior theories 
with adopted TRA/TPB that directly explains our research problem. To derive meaningful data via these 
theories, we visualized the consumers’ behavior to help us resolve the issue of concept drift. 
 
Big-Data Transactional Analytical Model for Customer Management 
Figure 2 shows architecture for the proposed basket model with its components [68]–[72]: 

i. Business Management Visualization studies all relevant consumer behavior and enables 
the inherent system use data analytics methods to boost customer retention; Thus, it 
resolves the challenges with conceptual drift. 

ii. Interoperability helps improve transaction data analytics processing in retail marketing via 
the use of the Luigi v3.7. This software helped our proposed system to monitor conceptual 
drift in consumers by studying their buy-patterns using basket dataset with itemsets 
combination.  

iii. Big Data Analytics platform is designed specifically for use by Delta Mall (ShopRite) to allow 
her study her consumer buying pattern. It creates inventory management that helps the 
mall to support decision-making activities as well as effectively manage existing consumer 
relations. 

iv. Customer Management Strategy improves consumer-business relations by adequately 
studying buying-pattern in each consumer's transactions, and helping researchers 
aggregate the extent a consumer's consumption impacts their health. It also impacts 
basket analysis by assisting business managers enforce business policies/decisions as to 
the types of items to stockpile as means of inventory monitoring and control. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Big-Data Analytical Model for Customer Management 
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Applying The Calibev and Hovritz-Thompson Estimator 
We applied Calibev and Hovritz-Thompson estimator (using Hadoop Data on tableau visualizer). 
These were analyzed using RapidMiner v8.1 to effectively calibrate a customer profile stream using a 
simple-random sampling without replacement (srswor) as in figures 3. The estimator ensures that 
only accurate data is processed with 2-sets of association rule mining rules generated via the apriori 
and frequent-pattern growth algorithm(s) as seen in Figure 4 [73]–[76].  
 

 
Figure 3. The Calibev and Hovritz-Thompson Estimator on Tableau Data Analysis 

 
Results and Discussion 
 
3.1. Proposed Model Performance 
 
To generate the rules – we employed two (2) association rule mining algorithm modes namely: (a) 
the Apriori algorithm mode, and (b) the Frequent Pattern growth algorithm. These were used to 
generate rules and analyzed using RapidMiner v8.1. The result of the performance was measured 
using minimum support and confidence level [77] as the matrices for evaluating the performance of 
ARM algorithms. The outcome of the analysis was implemented in the MBA transactional Big data 
Stream model designed for the bread status as in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. The bread basket analysis 

 
Table 1: Summary Result of the Frequent-Pattern Growth Algorithm 
Association Rules Suppo

rt 
Confiden
ce 

Executi
on 

DM Enriched Large Bread, DM Whole Wheat Bread  7UP Pet Drink 
50CL 0.026 0.194  

18se
cs DM Fruit Malt Bread, DM Enriched Cake Bread Large  C-Way Peach 

500ML  0.006 0.214 

Enriched Large Bread; Enriched Cake Bread Large  Nutella Ferroro 
Hazelnut 350g 0.006 0.214 

 
3.2 Discussion of Findings 
Results showed that ARM trained with the frequent-pattern growth algorithm performed better than 
the Apriori algorithm (in lieu of the rule transactions generated on the frequency of itemsets purchased 
by a consumer). The frequent itemsets represent the consumer's purchasing pattern and behavior for 
the system being modeled. With association rules mined and generated – the framework seeks to 
induce the basket analysis to study consumer's purchasing patterns and their frequency over time by 
resolving the issues of concept drift, concept evolution, and features evolution inherent in real-time 
transaction data-streams. This study agrees with [78] in provisioning consumer buying theories that 
sought to recognize reasons that contribute to a consumer's decision to purchase an itemset or 
product. These theories formed the basis to resolve the challenges presented in data-streams by 
concept drift and its association with basket analysis – which previous studies did not try to resolve.  
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The study notes that paramount to resolving the issues of concept drift with market baskets analysis 
– it is critical to use an enormous volume of transactional stream datasets collected over time. This 
will help to train the association rules to accurately predict the consumer purchasing/buying pattern 
cum behavior – even with the occurrences of a drift. The study agrees with [79] in our use of big-data 
analytics tools such as Spark to study customer's behaviors in market basket analysis. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
The Big-Data basket model for managing conceptual drift was designed to interface with Delta-Mall 
data so as to effectively/efficiently monitor customers’ purchases cum buy-pattern. It thus, enables 
business owners and store retail managers (in the Delta Mall Shopping complex – via their online 
platform) to manage their superstore. Provisioning them with amount in transaction on the frequecy 
of itemsets purchased and consumed by their customers. This will aid proper inventory planning and 
stock-piling of items, and also help in itemset shelve placement. Thereby, improving customer 
shopping experience and satisfaction. The implication is to help consumers know their consumption 
pattern and how it impacts on their health. 
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